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idenitilication is shown in, the lower right-hand corner of tile 

Decided box. The finc duration planned for carrying out the activity is 
Decisw shown in the lower left-hand corner o' the box.  

The connection matrix is used primarily to fan out tile out

puts of a few activity, event, decision, or logic boxes, usually 

to a large number of activity boxes. Tile inputs may be 

Event te ,ut brought into either the left or right sides of the matrix rows, 
but only one input goes to any row. The outputs to subse
quent activities come from the bottoms of the columns and 

OR} connection with one or more inputs is denoted by an X in the 

AND appropriate row-column of the matrix.  

Time Akreu 

______ PR(XEDURE FOR MAKING DELTA CHARTS 

Ad.tyr bainty A DELTA chart .is, naturally, most easily constructed if one 
WW I Activity has a firm idea of what must be done and the order in which 

to the work is to be performed. There is no restriction in the 

order in which DELTA chart components may be arranged.  

CeiaNeDmette eI iOn This flexibility, along with the power 'of the elements avail
mIi able, simplifies the task of making DELTA charts. A. procedure 

that has been found to be helpful in constructing DELTA 
_._,, charts is illustrated in Fig. 6.  

Fig. 4. Symbols for DELTA charts (second level of complexity). CONVEYING SCHEDULE INFORMATION 

The sequence of elements (decisions, events, activities, etc.) 
shown on DELTA charts conveys the order in which it is 

planned to carry out the various operations and may, if the 
-KOMee user chooses, indicate time durations for activities and time of 

occurrence for events and decisions. For specific paths through 
the DELTA chart, time and cost analysis techniques and cor

responding computer programs that have been developed for 

Ewe.... the analysis of PERT networks are .directly applicable to 

DELTA charts. In addition, if desired, probabilities can be 
associated with activity times and and decisions; and the analy

XN't C ?4G OR [ } k sis methods developed for decision box (DB) and GERT 
Chip not4 AW networks can be used for DELTA charts. Thus, the adoption 

Time - of DELTA charts does not preclude the use of methodology 
associated with other network methods when appropriate.  

,,, ,I'm At the other extreme of analysis complexity, for small 
wi Acivity projects the time information can be omitted from the DEL

WTA chart and the project time base portrayed by relating the 
project DELTA chart to a Gantt or MOST chart [7]. This is 

D simply done by using a common identification of events, 

V Ic t"Cies activities, and decisions defined on the two charts. A typical 
Example of a DELTA chart depicting a proposed research 

0 approach for a project and the corresponding Gantt chart are 

__U presented in Fig. 7 and 8. respectively. For the small- or 

medium-sized projects, the combination of DELTA and Gantt 
I-*Fig. S. Symbols for DELTA charts (third level of complexity). charts provides a clear and concise method for portraying 

project organization and. at least for small projects. provides 
an entirely adequate tool for project schedule analysis and 

is defined. In the lower right corner an event identification, anaent.  

usually a number or alphabetic character, is given and in the management.  

lower left, the event date is written. The decision box format ('ON't LISION 

is analogous to that of an event box.  
An activity box is divided into four parts. The largest part DELTA charts are an altractive alternative to common net

shows the activity. The top part of the activity box shows work methods such :i PERT due to the additional flexibility 
responsibility for carrying out *he activity and the activity provided by decision and logic boxes. They provide a method 
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